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Breaking Robot
Loreen

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             Breaking Robot - Loreen
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

So here s Breaking Robot by Loreen. I must say that you ve got to figure out
whatever 
rhythym/strumming you think it fits the song better.

Tuning:Standard
  F#m
e|----x--|
B|----x--|
G|----x--|
D|----4--|
A|----4--|
E|----2--|

Gm
e|---x--|
B|---x--|
G|---x--|
D|---5--|
A|---5--|
E|---3--|

Bm* (* to make it different from the major form of Bm)
e|----x--|
B|----x--|
G|----x--|
D|----9--|
A|----9--|
E|----7--|

Am
e|---x--|
B|---x--|
G|---x--|
D|---7--|
A|---7--|
E|---5--|

    Bm                           G
Baby you know that I told you that I m done with you
    Bm                           Em
There s no need to cry, tears only drown you slowly
    Bm                           G



Baby you know that I told you a million times to let me be
     Bm                          Em
Baby you know  cause I , I told you to set me free

     Bm                G
The more I try, the more I die
     Bm                 Em
The more we lie, the more we cry

*For this part, use the powerchord form of these chords*

            F#m                              Gm (the last time it s repeated)
So why we are staying,staying,staying (x3)
        Bm*
Baby no matter what we say
   Am
No matter what we do, we re breaking

Take me away from here, this madness is too much for me
Was I always certain, dear?
I told you to set me free

The more I try, the more I die
The more we lie, the more we cry

Why we are staying,staying,staying (x3)
Baby no matter what we say
No matter what we do, we re breaking

    Bm
When it s all set and done
              G
And the heart has just turned cold
                Bm
It s all set and done
             Em
When the love has turned to stone
    Bm
It s all set and done
          G
 Cause we just can t love no more

            Bm
 Cause the more we lie,
       G                Bm
the more we cry,we cry,we cry,we cry

Instrumental: Bm,G,Bm,Em

The more I try, the more I die
The more we lie, the more we cry



*No powerchords here*
    Bm
Why we are staying,staying,staying
   G
Why we are staying,staying,staying
   Bm
Why we are staying,staying,staying
   Em
Baby no matter what we say
                        Bm
No matter what we do, we re breaking


